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BOOK SALE: Only $4.99 | Regular Price: $9.99 | Save $5.00, 50% Off | BUY NOW Price will
increase to $9.99. Limited time only. Express yourself, relax, and discover the magic of Mandala
Animals adult coloring books by Jade Summer. Feel the stress fade away as you step into a
fantastical world of exotic birds, majestic elephants, towering giraffes, cuddly koalas, and many
more lovable and highly-detailed animals. Unlike many adult-coloring books, each Mandala Animals
volume is printed on black-backed pages to prevent bleed-through, so you can use any of your
favorite tools, including pens, colored pencils, and fine-tipped markers. When you're finished
coloring, you can display your artwork with a standard 8.5" x 11" frame. As an added bonus, we've
also included two copies of every image so you can enjoy coloring your favorite images a second
time! This book includes 50 coloring pages consisting of 25 unique and highly detailed mandala
animals, and features black-backed pages that reduce bleed through from markers. Adult coloring
books provide a variety of health benefits including: Reducing anxiety Relieving stress Encouraging
mindfulness Strengthening focus Improving concentration Buy Now, Start Coloring, and Relax...
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I am thrilled with the quality of this coloring book! The pages on nice and thick so you can use either
markers or pencils with it. Each page is backed in black. The papers are of a nice thickness for
showcasing your completed works of art. The book is a nice size with 50 designs. The designs are

very nice. My son loves animals so he was absolutely thrilled with this book. He has sensory
processing disorder and I have found the adult coloring books are perfect to help him calm himself
down when the world is just too much. He spends hours coloring and making beautiful creations.
This is such a lovely book for him! This would be a great gift for anyone from about 5 to 99. I know
you'll be very happy with this coloring book!I do my best to give you very helpful and honest
reviews. If you have found this helpful, please click the "yes" button to give me feedback!I do not get
paid for offering my review of a product. I am not rewarded for giving 5 stars or penalized for giving
less than 5 stars. My "payment" is being given the opportunity to purchase an item at a discounted
rate in exchange for my honest and unbiased opinion. The score you see truly represents my own
experience with the item as I would hope to read while researching an item.Thank you! Have a
lovely day!

I wouldn't really consider the animals in this book to neccessarily be "mandala" animals. If you are
looking for animals drawn into circles, or any type of mandala circles, this is not the book for you.
However, with that being said, this book is easily one of my favorite animal coloring books (and I
have quite a few). The pictures in this book are so clear and they fill a lot of the page. I love just
having the animal picture to color and not a huge background full of stuff to mess with. The pictures
almost look like an animal "selfie" or a "face shot" for a job. LOL. The details on each animal are fun
and unique through the book, each animal has a different type of feature detail. Most pictures have
a nice mix of small details and slightly larger spaces to color. This book has duplicate pictures, so
every picture in the book has a double, which is cool because if you mess up (I do, a lot) you get a
re-try! The pages are single sided on a reasonable thickness paper (not computer paper but also
not card stock) and the backsides of the pages are black. Overall this is a really great book!I
received this item at a discounted price in exchange for my honest and unbiased review.

PDF Ebook | 100% Approval | Fast Review | Adult Coloring Book | Kindle | Short Read | Best Deals
| Free Shipping | Australia, Canada, United Kingdom | Fritzen MediaThis coloring book is beautiful!
The picures are very detailed and will allow your creatiity to flow. The back side of the pages are
blacked out to prevent mark bleed through if that is your choice of medium.The paper is thick and
high quality so that you can showcase your work of art.Coloring is one of my favorite relaxing
activites. I have always loved to color since I was a child and I have continued this great past time
intomy adult life. While in college I colored to relax and now I color to relax as well.I highly
recommend this coloring book without reservation.Full Disclosure: I received this product for

free/discounted and this is my honest and unbiased review. I am under no obligation to provide a
positive review and I receive no incentives or rewards in doing so. My intent is to focus on the
product itself and I have no obligation to the seller for a good review. My reviews are solely my own
observations and I have not been swayed in anyway. I strive to be completely honest with my
reviews. I do my best to assure that the information I provide is helpful to others who are
considering purchasing this item. If you think my review was helpful please hit the yes button. Thank
you.

I received this adult coloring book in a digital PDF format so that I could print only the pages that I
wanted from my home printer and on my paper of choice. With that being said, I can not speak to
the physical quality of the book itself (such as the binding, paper quality, etc). However, in reading
the description of the physical book it is all the same designs but there are 2 copies of each design
in the physical book whereas my digital copy only had 1 copy of each design.Some of the animals
have a very "realistic" design style (such as the fish I colored and attached in the pictures below) but
some of the animals are more cartoon styled. (I believe this is the trend with the mandala design).
To my disappointment, the animals are not full page designs and in general lack any type of
surrounding designs (trees, sky, patterns, etc) which results in large quantities of white space
around the outside of the animals. The fish that I chose to color would be about the average size of
the drawings but some were much smaller (like the deer with antlers image I attached below). I was
also saddened to find that the lion design from the cover is not actually one of the animals in the
book. Another item worth noting is that 4 of the animals come in the book with colored eyes (browns
and oranges).Overall, fairly simple designs that are better for someone not looking to get overly
tedious or wanting to spend all day on one image. This book would be great for starters or older
children that are bored with the children's coloring books.I was offered this product at a discounted
rate for my honest review.
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